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Recent work suggests that the yellow dung fly mating system may include
alternative patroller–competitor mating tactics in which large males compete
for gravid females on dung, whereas small, non-competitive males search for
females at foraging sites. Small males obtain most matings off pasture, yet
the behavioural mechanism(s) giving rise to this pattern are unknown. We
investigated the male and female behaviours that determine mating success
in this environment by conducting field mating experiments and found
small males to benefit from several attributes specific to the off-pasture
mating environment. First, small males from foraging sites exhibited higher
mating propensity, indicating that large males away from dung may be
depleted of energy and/or sperm. Second, small males were more discriminating, being significantly less likely to attempt with non-gravid females,
which are absent on dung but common off pasture. Third, non-gravid females
were generally more likely to actively struggle and reject mating attempts;
however, such behaviours occurred disproportionately more often with
large males. Female Scathophaga stercoraria thus appear to preferentially mate
with small males when off pasture. These findings challenge assumptions
about male–female interactions in systems with alternative mating tactics
and reveal hidden processes that may influence selection patterns in the field.

1. Introduction
When relatively few (dominant) males in a population are able to monopolize
mating opportunities with females, sexual selection is intense and unsuccessful
(subordinate) males are predicted to adopt non-competitive, alternative mating
tactics (AMTs) that bypass the traditional selection process [1–4]. For example,
subordinate males may infiltrate harems aggressively defended by dominant
males (sneak tactic) or intercept females attracted to dominant males or their
resources (satellite tactic). Alternatively, subordinates may disperse from the
traditional breeding ground where male–male competition is intense and
instead seek mating opportunities elsewhere ( patroller tactic). Whereas large
body size or weaponry is often advantageous in competition, the smaller size
of subordinates can actually increase their success in the alternative tactic by
enabling greater mobility and lower detection by dominant males or females
during mate capture attempts [5]. Although these subordinate males benefit
by avoiding costs associated with resource defence and competition, they are
thought to suffer greater costs as a result of decreased mating opportunities
and increased levels of sperm competition [6,7]. These differences in perceived
reproductive potential and sperm competition intensity between males of
alternative ‘roles’ typically result in subordinate males allocating relatively
more of their energy budget to some reproductive characteristics (e.g. testis
size, sperm viability or ejaculate size) [8– 10] while also being less discriminating than dominant males during mate selection [11].
With a focus on variation in intrinsic male reproductive investment and behaviour, an extensive body of theoretical and empirical investigations with
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2. Material and methods
(a) Mating trials and data collection
All experimental trials were conducted at Toad Hollow Farms,
Nedrow, NY, USA from October to November of 2011 and 2012,
which is approximately the duration of the autumn reproductive
season in our population. Experimental adult S. stercoraria of both
sexes were collected from composting apple pomace each day
immediately before mating trials began and were stored in plastic
vials until their use, thus ensuring that body sizes and physiological
states of all individuals reflected natural conditions of the foraging
site environment. Male S. stercoraria were separated into small and
large groups by eye based on experience (but later measured; see
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better protected from costly takeover attempts of rival males
which frequently occur throughout copula and oviposition
[39,42,45]. Once oviposition is complete, females leave dung
to feed and produce their next egg clutch.
Although copulations away from dung were initially
thought to be rare and unimportant [37,46], recent work
suggests they are frequent and that most females mate before
ever arriving at dung [47]. Consistent with this finding, Pitnick
et al. [45] discovered frequent copulations on composting apple
fibre, or ‘pomace’, a feeding resource for livestock present
on farms throughout the world [48–50] that doubles as a foraging substrate for many insects, including S. stercoraria. The
socio-sexual environment of S. stercoraria on pomace differs
from that on dung in several important respects: (i) pomace
resource is much larger and less defensible; (ii) distribution of
S. stercoraria is more dispersed (i.e. less densely populated);
(iii) sex ratio is approximately equal; (iv) agonistic male–
male interactions are absent; and (v) the vast majority of
matings on pomace are obtained by a smaller size class of
males typically not present on dung or in cattle pastures,
despite males of all body sizes being abundant [45]. These
findings indicate that the S. stercoraria mating system is characterized by alternative patroller–competitor mating tactics,
although the underlying mechanism(s) giving rise to the
small-male mating advantage at feeding sites are unknown.
To explain this pattern, Pitnick et al. [45] proposed three
non-mutually exclusive hypotheses. We have adapted and
broadened these hypotheses into the following: (i) small
males are specialized for the patroller tactic and more efficiently
search for or capture females on pomace; (ii) females preferentially mate with small males (or are more resistant to mating
with large males) in this non-competitive environment; and/
or (iii) large males have lower mating propensity and/or are
less persevering when females are resistant to mating. Reduced
mating effort for large males is predicted on pomace owing to
either the lower reproductive pay-off expected from extradung matings (females remate on dung, and the last male to
mate is thought to sire approx. 80% of offspring [36,46]) or
depleted energy reserves from competing on dung.
Here, we test predictions of these alternative hypotheses
for the mating advantage of smaller S. stercoraria males in the
pomace foraging environment. Mating trials were conducted
in the field on dung and pomace, using discrete large- and
small-male size classes in a fully factorial design. We quantified
male mating attempts, female resistance behaviours and the
outcome of male–female interactions, in addition to measuring
morphological and physiological traits associated with the
observed behaviours and mating outcomes.
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diverse taxa have revealed mechanisms underlying differential
mating success of males adopting AMTs. Numerous studies
have further quantified fitness consequences of AMTs, thus
providing important insights into the evolutionary maintenance of phenotypic variation within males of the same
species [2,3,12]. Considerably less attention has been given to
the role of females in biasing the outcomes of male mating
success, despite recognition that female preferences can have
important implications in the evolution and maintenance of
male AMTs [13–18]. In the traditional view of sexual selection,
female choice and male–male competition are thought to
reinforce one another, with females preferring competitively
dominant males, thus forcing subordinate males to ‘steal’ fertilizations by circumventing female choice via the alternative
tactic [19]. By favouring dominance, females are thought to
receive direct benefits in the form of access to food, shelter,
high-quality oviposition sites and/or protection from predators or harassment by other males, in addition to indirect
benefits in the form of superior genes [20]. Although evidence
of direct benefits provided by dominant males is common
across taxa [19], support for indirect benefits remains scarce,
and in some fish species non-territorial (subordinate) males
are either of higher genetic quality or are thought to provide
important genetic diversity to offspring [17,21]. A growing
body of work also suggests that dominant males often inflict
greater direct costs on females during courtship or mating
[22–24], and when these costs to females outweigh benefits,
conflict between intra- and intersexual selection can occur
[25]. Moreover, female preferences may be context dependent
if the cost–benefit relationship of resisting or mating with different male phenotypes changes with female energy reserves [26],
reproductive state [27–29] or spatio-temporal environmental
variation (e.g. female preferences change or are suppressed as
male–male competition intensifies) [25,30,31]. Such a scenario
may be expected to occur in patroller–competitor mating systems, in which distinct competitive and non-competitive
(i.e. no direct agonistic encounters between males occur) mating
sites exist simultaneously [32–34]. Female presence between
these environments can depend on the state of ovarian development (i.e. oviposition sites contain only gravid females, whereas
non-gravid females populate feeding sites), and thus receptivity between environments may differ as well [6]. Patroller–
competitor mating systems therefore represent ideal systems to
investigate female mating decisions and their influence on the
mating success of males employing alternative tactics.
The yellow dung fly, Scathophaga stercoraria, is a model
system of both pre- and postcopulatory sexual selection
owing to the intense male–male competition and frequent
female remating that characterizes its mating system [35–38].
In brief, males gather on freshly deposited dung pats and compete for incoming gravid females, as dung is the exclusive
oviposition and larval substrate for S. stercoraria [39]. The operational sex ratio is heavily male-biased and large males have
numerous competitive and reproductive advantages that
have probably generated the observed male-biased sexual
size dimorphism [38,40]. Females arriving at dung pats are
either captured by ‘floater’ males in the grass surrounding
the dung or by males upon landing on its surface [41–43].
Males provide no courtship and females are thought to have
little or no control in determining mates, although Borgia
[44] suggests that females sometimes preferentially orient
towards larger males when approaching the pat. By pairing
with the largest males, Borgia [44] found that females were
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below) and intermediate males were discarded. The small-male
class was meant to encompass those males that avoid dung and
instead primarily adopt the patroller tactic, whereas large males
reflected body sizes of that typically observed on dung [45].
Each trial entailed observation of a focal male released into a
clear Plexiglas chamber with a single female. Chambers measured
19.1 L  18.4 W  14.0 H cm, thus allowing room for individuals
to behave and move about (e.g. fly) in a largely unrestricted
manner. The bottom of each arena was either packed approximately
2.5 cm deep with apple pomace or else contained an ‘experimental’
dung pat. These pats were formed from dung freshly collected (and
noted to have been occupied by numerous S. stercoraria) in an
adjacent pasture, and then formed into a pat on a circular plastic
lid (14.6 cm diameter). Trials on pomace were conducted in 2011
(n ¼ 141) and 2012 (n ¼ 88) and were conducted with the chambers sitting immediately adjacent to the pomace pile. Trials on
dung (n ¼ 116) were conducted in 2012; in this case, chambers
were placed approximately 25 m from the pomace pile.
For each trial, one haphazardly chosen female was aspirated
into the chamber and left to acclimate for 5 min. Either a small or
large male (alternating every trial) was then aspirated into the
chamber and continuously observed for up to 30 min. In 2011,
we then recorded whether a mating attempt was made, the
latency to attempt and its outcome, which could fall into one
of four categories: (i) ‘female decamp’—male mating attempt
was unsuccessful owing to the female flying away immediately
upon contact (but prior to genital contact); (ii) ‘male miss’—
attempt was made but no contact occurred between the male
and female, despite an absence of female avoidance behaviour;
(iii) ‘displacement’—female escapes male grasp via shaking,
kicking, wing beating and/or rolling; or (iv) ‘successful copulation’. If resistance occurred upon contact, we observed the
pair until the struggle ended before classifying the attempt as a
successful copulation or displacement. Trials were ended after
outcomes were recorded. In 2012, the same design was used
with two changes: (i) the duration of female struggles occurring
immediately following capture was recorded, and (ii) trials were
not ended after a failed mating attempt. In the latter instance,
attempt outcomes were recorded and trials were allowed to continue for their full duration (30 min), during which the same data
were collected for subsequent attempts.
After trials were terminated, males and females were taken to
the laboratory in individual plastic vials and frozen. We then
measured the hind tibia length (HTL), a standard measurement
of body size in S. stercoraria [51], of all individuals to the nearest
0.01 mm using the ocular reticule of a Leica MZ12 stereomicroscope
at 32 magnification. Females were additionally dissected to score

status of ovarian development and were grouped into two
categories: (i) non-gravid, which ranged from newly postoviposition (or emerged) females to those with intermediate egg
development; or (ii) gravid, represented by the presence of chorion
and respiratory horns on the majority of the egg clutch.
Male size classes, as measured by HTL, were largely
non-overlapping (small-male range: 2.28– 2.97 mm, n ¼ 163;
large-male range: 2.91–3.97 mm, n ¼ 171). Overlapping data
points (n ¼ 5) were removed, leaving a small-male range of
2.28–2.88 mm (n ¼ 159, mean + s.d. ¼ 2.57 + 0.152 mm) and
large-male range of 3.06–3.97 mm (n ¼ 170, 3.47 + 0.203 mm).
Additional data points not included in body size distribution
were excluded upon finding that the small-male used in the trial
was actually a female (n ¼ 2), the focal male (n ¼ 3) or female
(n ¼ 2) escaped after the trial or that an individual was heavily
infected with an entomopathogenic parasitic fungus (n ¼ 4).

(b) Data analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in JMP 10 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA) or R v. 2.12.1 (R Core Team [52]). Multiple logistic regression analyses were used to test the effects of male size
(small or large), ovarian development (non-gravid or gravid)
and resource ( pomace or dung) on all categorical response variables. Year (2011 or 2012) was also included as a covariate in
models where applicable to test for between-year differences.
Reduced models were obtained through backward, stepwise
elimination by removing non-significant factors and interactions
( p . 0.1). Quantitative response variables including attempt
latency and struggle duration were analysed using standard
least-squares regression and zero-inflated negative binomial
regression, respectively. All logistic regressions were performed
with only data from the first attempt of each male; later attempts
were only used to obtain resistance durations when these data
were not available for the first attempt (n ¼ 6).

3. Results
(a) Factors influencing mating attempt likelihood
Analysis of male mating propensity, using multiple logistic
regression, revealed that small males were significantly more
likely to attempt copulations than were large males (n ¼ 329,
likelihood-ratio (L-R) x 2 ¼ 11.037, p ¼ 0.001; see the electronic
supplementary material, table S1; table 1 and figure 1). The egg
development status of the female further influenced the
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Table 1. Percentages of outcomes for all binary response variables are shown for female egg development and mating resource at each level of male size.
(Total sample size for each category combination is shown in parentheses. Values for struggles and displacements (i.e. proportion of struggles resulting in
displacement) include data from only 2012.)
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Figure 1. Interaction plots showing percentage of mating attempts by small (dashed line) and large (solid line) males with (a) non-gravid and gravid females and
(b) on dung and pomace.
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Figure 2. Interaction plots showing the percentage of mating attempts resulting in successful copulation by small (dashed line) and large (solid line) males with
(a) non-gravid and gravid females and (b) on dung and pomace.

likelihood of male copulation attempt, with males attempting
more often with gravid than with non-gravid females (n ¼
329, L-R x 2 ¼ 4.197, p ¼ 0.041; see the electronic supplementary
material, table S1; table 1 and figure 1a). Although no significant
interaction of male size class and egg development on attempt
likelihood was present ( p . 0.1), separate analyses focusing on
male size classes independently revealed that the effect of egg
development was significant within small males (n ¼ 159, L-R
x 2 ¼ 4.585, p ¼ 0.032; table 1 and figure 1a), but not for large
males (n ¼ 170, all effects p . 0.1; table 1 and figure 1a).

(b) Female resistance and mating outcomes
The most frequent outcome of mating attempts was copulation (60%, n ¼ 109), whereas females successfully rejected 37%
(n ¼ 67) of male attempts (rejections: 61% decamp and 39%
displacements). An additional 3% of trials (n ¼ 6) were scored
as ‘male misses’ with large males accounting for five out of the
six. To broadly understand female influences on male mating
success, we performed a multiple logistic regression with
outcome of attempt (copulation or rejection—including both
decamps and displacements) as a binary response variable

(male misses were excluded from this analysis). We found that
small-male attempts were significantly more successful than
large ones (n ¼ 176, L-R x 2 ¼ 25.179, p , 0.001; see the electronic
supplementary material, table S1; table 1 and figure 2) and that
the occurrence of rejections decreased significantly when the
focal female was scored as having mature eggs (n ¼ 176, L-R
x 2 ¼ 14.681, p , 0.001; see the electronic supplementary
material, table S1; table 1 and figure 2a). There was also a
trend for rejections to be more likely in 2011 than 2012, but this
effect was not significant (n ¼ 176, L-R x 2 ¼ 3.376, p ¼ 0.066;
see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).
To better understand the greater success of small-male
attempts in the context of our three hypotheses, we performed
additional multiple logistic regression analyses using capture
success (yes or no), likelihood of female resistance (yes or no)
and male persistence (yes or no) as binary response variables.
In each analysis, model effects were treated as described previously, although ‘year’ was not included as a covariate in
the female resistance and male persistence analyses because
relevant data were only recorded in 2012. The response variable for capture success included female decamps as ‘no’ and
both copulation and displacement (in which males captured
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Figure 3. Interaction plots showing the effect of egg development on (a) capture success (i.e. percentage of attempts resulting in a successful capture) and
(b) likelihood of female resistance ( percentage of captures in which females struggled) by small (dashed line) and large (solid line) males.
females but were shaken off) were combined for the ‘yes’ category. Misses were again excluded to focus the analysis on
failed captures driven by female avoidance behaviours. Small
males had significantly higher capture success (n ¼ 176, L-R
x 2 ¼ 12.110, p ¼ 0.001; see the electronic supplementary
material, table S1; table 1 and figure 3a), and non-gravid
females, in general, were more likely to decamp than gravid
females (n ¼ 176, L-R x 2 ¼ 5.186, p ¼ 0.023; see the electronic
supplementary material, table S1; table 1 and figure 3a).
Next, the likelihood of female resistance was analysed using
only trials in which males successfully captured females,
thereby controlling for the possibility that decamps were influenced by male mobility rather than female choice. Both male
size and female egg development significantly influenced the
likelihood of a female struggle, with struggles disproportionately directed towards large males (n ¼ 80, L-R x 2 ¼ 5.980,
p ¼ 0.015; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1;
table 1 and figure 3b) and performed by non-gravid females
(n ¼ 80, L-R x 2 ¼ 4.781, p ¼ 0.029; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1; table 1 and figure 3b). Finally,
for our analysis of male persistence, which analysed the proportion of struggles resulting in displacement, no significant
terms remained after backward, stepwise elimination; however, sample sizes were low and the absence of
displacements by gravid females in 2012 (table 1) resulted in
unstable parameter estimates. Separate x 2 analyses using
resource, male size and egg development as predictor variables
were thus conducted, and similarly neither the effect of
resource (n ¼ 43, L-R x 2 ¼ 0.809, p ¼ 0.369; table 1) nor male
size reached significance (n ¼ 43, L-R x 2 ¼ 2.74, p ¼ 0.098;
table 1). Struggles by non-gravid females were, however, more
likely to result in displacement than those of gravid females
(n ¼ 43, L-R x 2 ¼ 5.91, p ¼ 0.015; table 1).

(c) Struggle duration and attempt latency
Our first analysis of a quantitative response variable focused on
struggle duration. This dataset was restricted to successful
copulation trials in which struggles either did not occur or
failed because displacements limit the duration that females
can struggle. Because zeros make up 54% of struggle durations
(n ¼ 40, range ¼ 0–51 s), we checked the data for overdispersion by comparing their fit with a generalized linear model

(Poisson distribution and log link) to a zero-inflated negative
binomial model. The zero-inflated model was a significantly
better fit than the generalized linear model (Vuong’s nonnested hypothesis test-statistic ¼ 3.432, p , 0.001), and thus
was used to account for overdispersion (u ¼ 1.791). Egg development was found to be the only term with a significant effect
on struggle duration; non-gravid females struggled longer than
gravid females (estimate ¼ 20.718, s.e. ¼ 0.347, z ¼ 22.070,
p ¼ 0.039). Finally, standard least-squares regression was used
to analyse latency to attempt matings and found small males
to exhibit a significantly shorter latency than did large males
(large: 13.11 + 0.97 min, small: 9.65 + 0.85 min, F1,180 ¼ 7.268,
p ¼ 0.008).

4. Discussion
Descriptions of male–female interactions away from the
primary breeding ground in patroller–competitor mating
systems remain scarce for most species. Researchers have
suggested that females might play a more important role in
determining mating success in these non-competitive environments than at traditional breeding sites where female
receptivity is high and preferences may be influenced or suppressed by male–male competition [6,53]. In yellow dung
flies, the paucity of research focused on mating processes
occurring off pasture in the foraging environment has long represented an important gap in our understanding of this model
system [46]. Consistent with the field observations of Pitnick
et al. [45], we found a small-male mating advantage for
S. stercoraria collected from pomace and tested under noncompetitive conditions, with 50% of small-male trials ending
in a successful copulation, whereas large males were successful
in approximately 18%. We show that the small-male advantage
arises through a combination of male- and female-mediated
behaviours that themselves are likely to be influenced by
environmental or physiological conditions specific to the
extra-dung environment. First, we found that small males collected from pomace have shorter latencies and are more likely
to attempt copulations than large males collected from the
same substrate, but surprisingly, neither latency nor attempt
frequencies were affected by any proximate influence of the
substrate the flies were tested on. These results indicate that
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that controlled for the possibility of a small-male mobility
advantage, by looking only at the likelihood of resistance for
trials in which females were captured. Females were more
likely to struggle when captured by large males, but displacement rates for males facing resistance did not significantly
differ between size classes. To the extent that this outcome is
indicative of male persistence, then the subset of hypothesis
iii regarding size-dependent male perseverance is refuted.
We thus interpret these findings as evidence of a female preference for small males. It should be noted, however, that our
analysis of struggle likelihood excluded decamps, the most
common form of female rejection, and thus, does not directly
explain the full effect of differential rejection.
Female receptivity and resistance are commonly found to
change with different stages of the reproductive cycle in
clutch-laying species [58]. Previous work in S. stercoraria is
consistent with this pattern, finding greater female resistance
in non-gravid females, although reports of resistance have
described the behaviour as gentle shaking or swaying and
suggested that it probably does not function in mate choice
[59,60]. In striking contrast to these earlier reports, we observed
vigorous resistance, predominantly exhibited by non-gravid
females, and provide evidence that such behaviour is nonrandomly directed such that females discriminate against
large males. The novelty of this finding may indicate important physiological differences between laboratory-reared
and wild-caught populations or differences between isolated
geographical populations, and these possibilities warrant
additional research.
The adaptive significance of the observed female preference for small males is unclear. In the traditional view of
AMTs, subordinate males are thought to be disfavoured in
intersexual selection, and thus, by adopting an alternative
tactic, bypass not only male–male competition but also
female choice [19]. That is, subordinate males are typically
perceived as ‘making the best of a bad situation’ (but see
[61]). One possible explanation of our findings is that largemale copulations might inflict greater harm (direct costs) on
females [62,63], creating a situation in which the cost of resistance is outweighed by the cost of mating with large but not
small males. Evidence of increased harm imposed by dominant males is found in numerous taxa [22,24] and may be
driving female preferences for subordinate males in other systems [23]. Alternatively, or additionally, female S. stercoraria
might benefit from mating with small males by gaining genetic diversity or context-dependent survival advantages in
offspring sired by genetically small males [64,65].
Our finding that gravid females were more likely to elicit
mating attempts than non-gravid females may be attributable to males using female abdominal distention as a cue
for attractiveness. Male choice based on indicators of female
fecundity is common [66,67]. Within S. stercoraria, several
lines of evidence suggest that male choice based on egg development or number occurs after contact [60,68] and, similar to
our results, Blanckenhorn et al. [59] have shown that young
females (with less developed eggs) were subjected to fewer
mating attempts, indicating males assess ovarian status prior
to contact. It is of consequence that this pattern of male mate
choice in our study was primarily driven by small males,
given the general assumption of AMT theory that patroller
males have relatively few mating opportunities [46,55] and
are simply making the best of a bad situation. In this view,
small males should be expected to mate indiscriminately
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greater small-male mating propensity (subset of hypothesis
iii) is perhaps the result of different energy demands and
feeding opportunities associated with size-dependent AMTs,
rather than calculations made by males regarding potential
reproductive pay-offs of each mating location [46]. Large
males presumably expend a great deal of energy competing
on dung and are present on foraging resources only when
energy reserves are low, whereas small ( patroller) males have
more consistent access to essential protein and sugars which
are needed for sperm production and reproductive behaviours
[54]. Depleted energy reserves have previously been shown to
decrease male mating propensity, capture success and copulation duration in S. stercoraria [55,56], although in contrast to
this study, Ward & Simmons [55] found a more pronounced
decrease in mating propensity when energy depleted males
were paired with females in the absence of dung. Alternatively,
the attempt rate of large males in non-competitive environments may be inherently lower than that of small males,
as suggested by Blanckenhorn et al. [57], who found lower
mating success for larger males in the laboratory under noncompetitive conditions, although it is unclear whether females
influenced mating success in this experiment.
In this study, we found that females were frequently successful in resisting mating attempts (56 and 22% of large- and
small-male attempts ended in rejection, respectively).
Whereas the majority of female rejections took the form of
decamps (61%), a substantive proportion of trials (39%)
involved females physically displacing the males. Female
resistance behaviours were often dramatic in form, including
shaking, kicking, wing beating and/or rolling on the substrate. Nevertheless, resistant females were not always
successful in dislodging the male and avoiding mating. The
status of ovarian development was negatively related to the
likelihood of resistance and rejection. Whereas rejections
by gravid females were rare with both male size classes,
this outcome occurred disproportionately more often in
trials composed of non-gravid females and large males.
These findings suggest that non-gravid females (which are
most abundant on pomace; table 1) are playing an important
role in generating the small-male mating bias observed by
Pitnick et al. [45] at foraging sites. It should be noted, however, that our data do not permit fully disentangling the
influence of active female preferences from differential capture success owing to a small-male mobility advantage or
greater persistence by small males when faced with female
resistance. Our design did, however, allow us to analyse
the effect of male size on capture success, the proportion of
captures in which resistance occurred and the likelihood
that resistance by captured females successfully avoided
copula (via displacement), and thus provided additional
insight to the importance of each process. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that small males predominantly
adopt the patroller tactic and benefit from greater mobility
in the capture of females (hypothesis i). Similar behavioural
advantages of subordinate males occur in other species
including Onthophagus taurus in which the greater manoeuvrability of small-horned males increased their ability to sneak
copulations relative to large-horned males of similar body
size [5]. The observation that five out of six male misses
occurred in the large-male class could also be indicative of
reduced aerial agility in competitor S. stercoraria males.
The hypothesis that females preferentially mate with small
males (hypothesis ii) was also supported by a separate analysis
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the spectrum of male sizes. Although these important components of fitness are currently unknown, we expect mating
opportunities away from dung to be abundant and emphasize
that future studies addressing these questions should be
performed under natural conditions, given the important
physiological differences of individuals that probably exist
between environments. Work in other patroller–competitor
systems should also be performed under conditions that reflect
the natural environment and physiological states of individuals, as important insights into the mating system, otherwise
cryptic, may be uncovered.
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